ABSTRACT: Simulation-based learning as a broad modern technical high educational method offers through students' research projects, more advantages: performing individual and team student work, originality and practical usefulness, interdisciplinary fields. The student's personality is stimulated and also well developed and many professional major skills in food engineering are assimilated. The aim of this paper is to assess, in a case study of some technological food enzymes features, the simulation-based learning using simulation means. The results of this educational method prove a higher motivation in students' research work; the study environment is nearest of the real applications from the food industries.
INTRODUCTION
In the food engineering higher education a major objective is concerned to apply the principle of an active student involvement in conscious and active assimilation of the theoretical and practical know ledges.
From among the new methods for engineering education, as inquiry-based approach [1] or simulation based learning, the case study was elected as analysis method of simulated situation, especially simulated enzymological experiments in food technologies. The educational method proves a higher motivation in students' research work since the study environment is nearest of the real applications from the food industries environment.
In the own dynamic of the case study the student covers some steps [2] , as: a) targets identification b) simulation-based case c) analytical study as reasons, relations and functions d) data reorganization e) solution variant established and optimal solutions chosen f) and experimental data homologation.
Method offers, by students' research projects, some advantages: team students work, interdisciplinary fields and practical usefulness.
The instrument used for the simulation is the CPN Tools environment [3] , based on the Petri Net formalism. The Petri Net (PN) language is a modelling language [4] that is suited for the description of system in which processes are taking places concurrently and the transition between the state are discrete (event base).
A big advantage of the PN language is that it has a graphical representation that makes both the modelling and the simulation more intuitively as the equation based languages. This makes it an ideal support for learning and teaching.
The components of this graphical representation are the places which contain the state information and the transitions which indicate the possible transformations that the system can undergo. Directed arcs bind places to transitions indicating the possible processes in the system. On this structure tokens are moved from a place to other by passing through the connected transitions. The totality of tokens at a moment in the net (called a marking) is the visual representation of the state. The passage of tokens trough a transition is a sign that the corresponding process has taken place [5] .
The language used by the CPN tools is an enhanced version of the PN (Colored Petri Net CPN) that:
• use coloured tokens: each token has a associated value that is typed and can be manipulated trough a programming language • is timed: every event has a time stamp and every transition can have a duration • admits both deterministic and stochastic transition events [3] .
The case study in food enzymological simulation-based learning is on a vegetable biomarker, as peroxidase. The enzyme brings important in formations about positive food events (as mildew cheese flavour getting, the prolongation of the preservation length at fresh milk, the pasteurization efficiency or glucose measurement in vegetables tissues). The peroxidase has also a negative action, causing vegetable enzymatical browing, ascorbic acid wasting or carotenes bleaching [6] .
There were also achieved amperometric horseradish peroxidase biosensors, which are wide employed in order to measure directly in food and also in live tissues the hydrogen peroxide concentration, by high sensitivity and good stability devices [7] .
The students make the peroxidase study, through this new methods for food engineering education, for a native enzyme simultaneously with an adsobtion immobilized one.
The peroxidase immobilization on an organic holder has some application advantages as enzyme stability increment, work in a continuous flux, gradual peroxidase recycling or lower total costs manufacture.
But the enzyme immobilization causes some changes in enzyme behaviour and also in reactions kinetics [8] . Quite the enzyme stability increases, it changes the enzyme affinity for the substrate and sequelly it also changes the catalysis feature, from homogeneity catalysis to a heterogeneity one. The rate of the reactions suffers a decrease in case of immobilized peroxidase.
The paper presents the steps reached in simulation-based learning: from experimental data obtained by the students in their practical method (measurement of enzymatic rate reactions for a native peroxidase and for immobilized one) to the simulated enzymological experiments on native and immobilizes peroxidase. After the steps a, b, c, d in own dynamic of the case study, the students look for solution variant established and optimal solutions.
METHOD FRAMEWORK

Experiment
The students are doing two kinds of experiments. In the first one, they immobilize the peroxidase trough adsorption on an organic support (cellophane TM) in conditions of different time of adsobtion. In the second one, they are using both native and immobilized enzyme on the same substrate and measure the enzymatic activity.
Native peroxidase extracted from a rich vegetable source (horseradish) by an aqueous salted solution [9] has been used for two practical experiments: spectrophotometrical measurement of the reaction rate after an enzymatic reaction between native peroxidase and the peroxide water substrate.
Another portion of native peroxidase has been immobilized on o cellophane TM support, by adsorbtion. The membranes of cellophane were inserted by the students in different glasses having the same quantity of peroxidase solution, at pH 5.4, and 230C. There were applied different times of adsorption, between 20 to 180 minutes. Then, for each sample, the peroxidase activity was spectrophotometrically established by the students, by the same analytical method.
Modelling
The students build models of the both processes: immobilization and enzymatic reaction.
As against the classical method based on the mathematical models, the simulation method has the advantage that concept of modelling process trough the flow and accumulation of a quantity is highly intuitive being used also by the System Dynamics method of Forrester [10] .
In these models the implied molecules are represented through tokens. The colour of token individualizes the type of molecule: enzyme, enzymatic support, the ensemble enzymesupport, enzymatic substrate, the complex enzyme-substrate and products.
The places of the PN are the pools of each type of molecule. The number of tokens existents at a simulation moment in each of these pools can be correlated with the quantity of each type of molecule. The transition represents the reaction at which the molecules participate. The process of drawing the corresponding PN for modelling an experiment is easy to use and understand by the students.
In the next step, they define a transition for each reaction they suppose taking place and connect this transition with the corresponding pools of reactants and products by using arcs.
On the arcs, they specify the number of token needed for the transition occurrence and the number of token produced by the transition, thus expressing the stoechiometry of the enzymatic reaction.
Two models are to be build: model of immobilization process and model of enzymatic reaction with immobilized enzyme.
Simulation
The three build models are used to simulate their corresponding processes. For this, a number of tokens are placed in the pools corresponding to the starting molecules, which represents the PN initial marking.
The simulation is performed interactively. By clicking on a transition, the associated reaction occurs by taking token from the reactants pools and putting it in to the products pools. Each transition has a time, so that the evolution in time of the enzymatic reaction can be simulated.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The experimental data obtained for the immobilized vegetable peroxidase are presented bottom (figure 1). The optimal rate of enzymatic reaction function of the immobilization time shows an increment of the rate, followed by a plateau. Then the rate reaction has a minor decrease. 
Figure 1. Experimental data for immobilisated enzyme
Based on the experimental bellow results, the students build the models.
The model for the immobilization process consists of three places: one for the enzyme (E), one for the support (SP) and one for the enzyme-support ensemble (E-SP). The model is presented in the figure 2.
Each place has associated the corresponding token color. The adsorption of the enzyme on the substrate is represented through a transition that needs one EZ token and one SP token to occur and an EZ-SP token as final product.
Figure 2. Model of the immobilization process
the enzyme binding to the substrate is weak and reversible, the reverse reaction is represented, too. The main direction is the binding process, so a small probability (2%) was associated to the reverse transition.
In a first attempt of simulation, the students use this simple model assuming that the presence of the reactants is the only condition for the reaction occurrence. The resulting model is linear and doesn't fit completely with the experimental data.
A new probability function is introduced, which describes the probability of coupling E to SP (to form E-SP) as function of the already existing E-SP ensembles. This function was empirically fitted to the experimental data. In the model of the enzymatic reaction with immobilized enzyme ( figure 3 ), E-SP is the enzyme-support ensemble, S is the substrate and P is the product.
Figure 3. Enzymatic reaction model with immobilized enzyme
The model is similar with the previous one. At the building of the model of enzymatic reaction with immobilized enzyme, E-SP is the enzyme-support ensemble, S is the substrate and P is the product. The model is similar with the previous one.
The models were use for the simulations. Simulations were performed by placing the initial markings corresponding to the initial concentrations in the experiments (E, S, and SP) in to the PN. The simulation advanced until the experimental time was reached. The token existent in each place at the end of simulation were automatically counted. The token present in the E-SP place in the PN corresponding to the immobilization process were used as initial marking for the simulation of the enzymatic reaction with immobilized enzyme.
Multiple simulations were performed for each experiment and the statistical mean are presented in figure 4 , company the experimental results.
Model 1 was produced taking in account only the adsorption of the enzyme on the organic support. The students have adjusted the formula of the probability of adsorption as a function of the current adsorbed enzyme, until the simulation results fitted the experimental data. The students have then tried to fit the model to the descendent portion of the model. They have implemented two alternative solutions in the model. 
Figure 4. Experimental and simulations results
The first one was the decrease in the quantity of the adsorbed enzyme which was implemented in the immobilization model trough the probability function associated with the detaching transition. The second one was trough a probability function dependent on the enzyme concentration associated with the reaction transition in the reaction model. The first one gave better results and is represented in figure 4 as Model 2.
At this point the students were challenged to find an explanation for each model. With the help of the teacher and the literature they have proposed and discussed each of the alternatives.
The detaching can be due to a change in the equilibrium of the adsorption process due to transport phenomena in the solution and in the limit layer at the surface of the support. The reducing in enzyme activity can be explained by reciprocal hindering due to the increase in concentration of enzyme on the support for example trough deposition in a multilayer.
CONCLUSIONS
Having in foundation an enzymatic experiment (vegetable peroxidase immobilization) so much important in food engineering education, the students were pointed out of the hypothetical status of their explanations and were given the task of planning experiments for their validation. The experiments will be carried out in another training session.
There were distinguished some advantages of the simulationbased learning in enzymological food engineering education as against the classical education learning, based on the mathematical models:
• the process is represented in a discrete manner more suited for representing chemical reaction than the continuous approach of the differential algebraic equation system
• the models are constructed graphical which is more intuitive than writing equation • through step by step simulation the students can visualize the stoechiometry of the enzymatic reactions and the concurrent character of the processes conducting to a chemical equilibrium • colored token are an intuitive method to model discrete population balance • the probabilistic character of the food enzymatic reaction is easier to model and simulate, making it accessible for the students (the use of stochastic differential equation, which are needed by the classical method, is far beyond the undergraduate level)
• the model can be easy and intuitively extended by adding token colours, places, transitions for each new hypothesis formulated
The student's personality was stimulated and also well developed; many professional major skills in food engineering were assimilated.
